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Abstract 
In this paper we prove that every real G vector bundles over G circles or on effective G surfaces 
can be realized by strongly algebraic G vector bundles for finite Abelian groups G. Using this result 
we prove that every closed orientable smooth three dimensional G manifold is G diffeomorphic 
to a nonsingular real algebraic G variety for any finite Abelian group G. We also prove that for 
any finite group G the algebraic realization of smooth G vector bundles over effective G surfaces 
can be reduced to the algebraic realization of smooth G vector bundles over G circles. 0 1997 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Real algebraic G variety; Algebraic realization; Strongly algebraic G vector bundle; 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we are mainly concerned with the following two problems. Let G be a 
compact Lie group. 
Algebraic realization problem for G manifolds. Are all closed smooth G manifolds 
equivariantly diffeomorphic to nonsingular real algebraic G varieties? 
The following problem is a generalized version of the above. 
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Algebraic realization problem for G vector bundles. Let M be a closed smooth G 
manifold. Does there exist a nonsingular real algebraic G variety X and an equivariant 
diffeomorphism 4: X 4 M such that for all real G vector bundles [ over M the 
classifying maps of 4*(t) are equivariantly homotopic to equivariant entire rational 
maps? 
For simplicity we call the first one the manifold realization problem and the second 
one the bundle realization problem. 
In the nonequivariant case, i.e., G is trivial, the manifold realization problem was 
solved by Tognoli [ 131 and the bundle realization problem was solved by Benedetti and 
Tognoli [I] completely. In this case the answers to the problems are positive. 
For the equivariant case, both manifold and bundle realization problems are not com- 
pletely answered yet. However there are several results which solve the problems pos- 
itively under certain conditions. The manifold realization problem is solved positively 
when G is the product of an odd order group and a 2-torus [4,5], or the action of any 
compact Lie group G is semifree [4] or with one orbit type [ 121. The manifold realization 
problem is also solved positively for orientable G surfaces [3]. This result is extended to 
arbitrary G surfaces [7]. The bundle realization problem has the positive answer when 
the group G is the product of an odd order group and a 2-torus or the action of G is 
semifree [5]. The bundle realization problem also has the positive answer for certain 
cases when the action of G is with one orbit type [ 121. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the two realization problems for low dimensional 
G manifolds. In Section 3 we solve the bundle realization problem for G circles where 
G is a finite Abelian group. 
Theorem A, Let G be a finite Abelian group. Then every real G vector bundle over G 
circles is algebraically realized. 
The above theorem gives some results for the bundle realization problem for G surfaces 
and the manifold realization problem for 3-manifolds. 
Theorem B. Let G be a finite Abelian group. Then every real G vector bundle over a 2- 
dimensional closed smooth manifold with an effective G action is algebraically realized. 
Theorem C. Let G be a finite Abelian group. Then every closed smooth orientable G 
mantfold of dimension 3 is algebraically realized. 
The solution of the bundle realization problem for effective G surfaces in Theorem B 
for finite Abelian group G is due to the solution of the bundle realization problem for G 
circles in Theorem A. In Section 4 we shall show that such implication is always true for 
any finite group. Indeed, we shall show that the bundle realization problem for effective 
G surfaces can be reduced to the one for G circles when G is a finite group. Since 
the bundle realization problem is closely related with the manifold realization problem, 
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which is completely solved for G surfaces by Kim and Masuda [7], we adopt some ideas 
from the cited paper. The following theorem is the main result of Section 4. 
Theorem D. Let G be u jinite group und M be a 2-dimensional closed smooth manqold 
with un effecth’e G action. Then ever?, real G vector bundle over 121 is algebruicall~ 
realized If the set of all real G vector bundles over G circles is algebraically realized. 
In the following section we discuss some background material in real algebraic trans- 
formation groups. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we follow the same definitions and notations defined in the paper [5]. 
At first we give the concept of a real algebraic variety with a group action and some 
properties related to it. Let G be a compact Lie group and R an orthogonal representation 
of G. By an orthogonal representation R of G we mean an Euclidean space IR” with an 
action of G as orthogonal transformations. 
Definition. A real algebraic G variety is the set of common zeros of polynomials from 
0 to IR, which is invariant under the action of G. A variety V c IP is said to be 
nonsingular at 5 E V if there are polynomials yr , . , qs : R” + IR which vanish on V 
and a Zariski open neighbourhood U of 2 in II%” such that 
(1) vnv==unqr’(O)n...nq,‘(o), 
(2) the gradients (Vqi), are linearly independent for Z = 1,. . ? s. 
We say that V is nonsingular if V is nonsingular at each point z E V, and all connected 
components of V have the same dimension. 
Let V c IR" and W c KP be real algebraic varieties. A map f : V --f W is said to 
be regular if it extends to a map F: JR” 4 R” such that each component of F is a 
polynomial. We say that f is entire rational if there are regular maps p: IR” + R”’ and 
q : R” + IFt such that f = p/q on V and q does not vanish on V. If V and W are G 
varieties and f is in addition equivariant, then we call .f an equivariant regular map and 
an equivariant entire rational map, respectively. 
As an easy generalization of the corresponding nonequivariant properties in algebraic 
geometry, we see that both the disjoint union and the Cartesian product of two (nonsin- 
gular) real algebraic G varieties (of the same dimension in the case of disjoint union) 
are (nonsingular) real algebraic G varieties. 
Let H be a subgroup of G and X an H space. The twisted product of G and X is 
defined as the orbit space G x H X of the action on G x X given by h.(g, CC) = (g/t,-‘. h.r). 
We denote the equivalence class, namely the orbit of (9. z) by [g. .I.]. 
Proposition 2.1 (cf. [6, Proposition 2.71). Suppose H is a closed subgroup ofjinite index 
in G. If X is a (nonsingular) real algebraic H variety, then there is a natural procedure 
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to dejine a (nonsingular) real algebraic G variety structure on G xn X. Given two 
real algebraic H varieties X and Y and an H equivariant regular (respectively entire 
rational) map f : X + Y, there is a naturally dejined G equivariant regular (respectively 
entire rational) map 
given by [g: x] H [g, f(z)]. In particular if Y is a real algebraic G variety then we have 
an induced regular (respectively entire rational) G equivariant map G x n X + Y given 
by [g, x] ++ gf (x) which extends f. Here we identify X with 1 x n X c G x H X. 
Next we discuss some equivariant vector bundle theory related to our realization prob- 
lem. Let A stand for R, C or W. Let Z be an orthogonal representation of G over A with 
underlying space An for some n and EndA (Z) the set of real endomorphisms of E over 
A. It is a representation of G with the action given by (g, L) H gLg_’ for g E G and 
L E EndA(E) 
Let k be a natural number. We set 
Gn(.F, k) = {L E EndA ) L* = L, L* = L, trace L = k} 
and 
En(Z,k) = {(L,u) E EndA x Z 1 L E Gn(Z,k), Lu = u}. 
Here L* denotes the adjoint of L. If one chooses an orthonormal (respectively uni- 
tary or symplectic) basis of E, then EndA is canonically identified with the set of 
n x n matrices An’, and L” is obtained by transposing L and conjugating its entries. 
This description specifies Gn(Z, k) and En(Z) k) as real algebraic G varieties. Define 
p : EA(Z, k) + Gn(Z, k) as projection on the first factor. This defines a G vector bundle, 
which is called the universal bundle over Gn(E, k), and is denoted by ~A(E, k). 
The following proposition is a generalization of Proposition 2.2 in [lo]. We will use 
the symbol x for the trivial vector bundle having the representation x as its fibre when 
the base space of the vector bundle is obvious from the context. 
Proposition 2.2. Let G and H be compact Lie groups and X a G x H space with trivial 
H action. Then every G x H vector bundle [ over X is isomorphic to a Whitney sum 
Here X ranges over the irreducible representations of H and the division ring D(X) = 
HomH(X, x) is the set of H equivariant endomorphisms of X, which is R, @ or W. In - 
this decomposition HomH (x, <) is a D(x) vector bundle with trivial H action, and X is - 
a D(X) vector bundle with trivial G action. 
Proof. By [lo, Proposition 2.21, the map f sending ‘p@,u to cp(v) gives an H equivariant 
isomorphism, where cp E HomH (x, <) and ‘u E x. Thus it suffices to show that f is also 
G x H equivariant. Let eG and eH be identity elements in G and H, respectively. We 
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identify (g> eN) E G x H with g and (eG. h) with h for all g E G and h E H. Then 
(g%h)=(g,eH).(eG,h)=g.hforgEGandh,EH.Lookat 
.f ((g. h) (9 @ 4) = f ((gp) ‘8 @I)) = (gf) (hl!) = sy(~~tl) 
= g . h $7(U) = (g. h.)$$v) 
= (9. h)f(w @ 7j). 
for all (g: h) E G x H. So f is an G x H equivariant isomorphism. q 
From now on we use the notation (AI: f) f or a G vector bundle over M with a 
classifying map f : M + G., (E> k). 
Definition. A strongly algebraic G vector bundle over A is a pair (X. p) where X is 
a real algebraic G variety and ,U : X ---) G,t (Z, /c) is an equivariant entire rational map. 
Assuming that 3 is a summand of a representation E’ of G, we have an embedding 
i : G,,(E-. k) --t Gn(E’, Ic). In this sense we identify the strongly algebraic G vector 
bundles (X, p) and (X, ij~). 
Definition. Let < be a G vector bundle over a smooth G manifold M. We say that < 
is algebraically realized if there exists a nonsingular real algebraic G variety X and 
an equivariant diffeomorphism 4 : X + M such that the classifying map of 4*(E) is 
equivariantly homotopic to an equivariant entire rational map. 
We also wish to allow the case where Al consists of several components (which may 
have different dimensions) and the dimension of the fibre depends only on the compo- 
nent. In this case we require that < is algebraically realized if it is algebraically realized 
whenever we restrict it to a collection of components of M of the same dimension. Fur- 
thermore we can restrict it to a connected component of M by the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.3. Let 5 be a G vector bundle over a smooth G manifold M having finitely 
many components. If each of the restrictions of ( on a connected component .V of AI is 
algebraically realized, then so is <. 
Proof. We may assume that M is the G orbit of a connected component N of M. Let 
H be the subgroup of G which preserves N. Since M has finitely many components, 
H is a closed subgroup of finite index in G. Thus M is equivariantly diffeomorphic to 
the twisted product G XH N. By assumption we can identify N with a nonsingular real 
algebraic H variety. Thus Proposition 2.1 gives a natural nonsingular real algebraic G 
variety structure on M N G XH N. 
Let p:G xH N -+ Ges(Z:. k) be a classifying map of < for some orthogonal repre- 
sentation 5 of G. Denote the restriction of Z to the subgroup H by ResH 3. Since the 
restriction of < on N is algebraically realized, the restriction of p on N is H equivari- 
antly homotopic to an H equivariant entire rational map p’ : N + GR (Z’. Ic) for some 
orthogonal representation E’ of H. We may assume that Z’ contains ResH Z as its direct 
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summand, say .Z’ = ResH E $ E” where 2” . IS an orthogonal representation of H. De- 
note the homotopy by Ft : N --f Ga(Z’: k) with FO = PIN and F, = p’ and consider the 
representation E 6~ lndG E” of G where IndG Z” 1s the induced G representation of E”. 
Then the restriction of Z $ IndG E” to H contains ResH Z @ 5” as its direct summand. 
Thus we may assume that Ft maps H equivariantly from N to GR (2 $ IndG E”, k). 
Now we extend the H equivariant homotopy F to G XH IV. Define a map Fl from 
G XH N to Gn(E @ IndG 9, k) by Fl([g, z]) = gFt(n:). Then it is clear that F’ is a t 
well-defined G equivariant homotopy. Furthermore Fd is equal to ,u since the images of 
F,l are k-dimensional subspaces in the representation Z, and F{ is G equivariant entire 
rational map by the last statement in Proposition 2.1 since GR (c”@ IndG E”, k) is already 
a real algebraic G variety. 0 
There are some facts about strongly algebraic vector bundles which also hold for 
algebraically realized vector bundles. 
Proposition 2.4 (cf. [5, Proposition 2.111). Let X be a real algebraic G variety and 
p:X-+G~(~,k)andp’:X+G~(Z7 k’) be two strongly algebraic G vector bundles 
over .4 = IR or @. Then 
(1) The Whitney sum u @ p/:X + Gn(Z CB Z’, k + k’) is a strongly algebraic G 
vector bundle over A. 
(2) The tensor product n @J p’ : X + G,t (c” @ Z’, k . k’) is a strongly algebraic G 
vector bundle over A. 
(3) The dual uL* of p is a strongly algebraic G vector bundle over A. Furthermore, 
Hom(p, p’) (which is isomorphic to p* @ p’) is strongly algebraic over A. 
(4) If ,u’ is a strongly algebraic subbundle of p, then the orthogonal complement of 
1-1’ in I_L is strongly algebraic. 
(5) Every strongly algebraic G vector bundle over A may be viewed as a strongly 
algebraic G vector bundle over R. 
In the assumption and conclusion for (l)-(5) we may replace strongly algebraic G 
vector bundles by algebraically realized bundles. But in (l)-(3) we need to assume that 
p=((E,p,B)a d n ,u’ = (E’, p’, B’) are algebraically realized over the same nonsingular 
variety X. 
Now we give a key proposition which will be used in the next section. 
Proposition 2.5 (cf. [4, Proposition 1.41 and [5, Proposition F]). Let G be a compact 
Lie group, and M a closed smooth G manifold. Let r be a central element of order 
2 in G, and let v(M’) be the G normal bundle of the r fixed set. Then 
(1) M is algebraically realized if and only if u(Mr) is algebraically realized. 
(2) The set of all real G vector bundles over M is algebraically realized if and only 
tf the set of all G vector bundles over M’ is algebraically realized. 
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3. Realization problems on low dimensional G manifolds 
In this section’ we shall solve the bundle realization problem for G circles. We also 
apply the result to the bundle realization problem for G surfaces and the manifold re- 
alization problem for 3-manifolds. As already mentioned in Proposition 2.3 the bundle 
realization problem for G circles is reduced to the one for a G circle. It is well known 
that a G circle is equivariantly diffeomorphic to the unit circle S(V) of an orthogonal 
2-dimensional representation V of G for a compact Lie group G, see [9, Theorem 2.01. 
Therefore to study G vector bundles over a G circle it is enough to study G vector 
bundles over S(V). 
Before we study G vector bundles over S(V) let us recall some elementary group 
representation theory. An orthogonal representation V of G is a finite dimensional real 
vector space with a linear G action Q : G x I’ + V induced by some homomorphism 
p:G + O(V). so that B(~;u) = p(y)(~) for g E G and u E V. Here O(V) is the 
group of orthogonal transformations on V. When we need to specify the group G for a 
representation V we write V(G). 
If G is a compact Lie group, then any G representation is equivalent to the direct sum 
of irreducible representations. If G is a finite Abelian group, an irreducible representation 
I,%’ of G is either 1- or 2-dimensional. If dimes 1%’ = 1, then the representation M/I’ is given 
by a homomorphism p : G + 0( 1) N Z/2. However if dimw lit’ = 2, then IV is given 
by a homomorphism p: G 4 SO(2) c O(2). Since SO(2) E V(1) the representation 
T/c- is the realification of a complex representation (cf. [2, Proposition 11X8]). 
Let G be a cyclic group Z/n2 of order m and let g E Z/m be a fixed generator. We 
denote the trivial l-dimensional representation of Z/m by IR+. If m is even, there exists 
a unique nontrivial l-dimensional representation of Z/m which is denoted by R_. For 
each integer s, 0 < s < m/2, let Vcg be the 2-dimensional representation defined by 
for (~1. (11) E W,s and OS = 27rs/nz. Namely, g acts on I$‘,, as the counter-clockwise 
rotation by &. 
If m = 2d the set {E-C+, !I_. WI. . . W’d_ 1) consists of all nonisomorphic irreducible 
representations of Z/m. If m = 2d - 1, then the nontrivial l-dimensional representation 
lR_ does not occur, hence OR_+. K-1 ~ , Wd_ I} is the set of all nonisomorphic irreducible 
representations of Z/m. 
Let t” denote the complex l-dimensional representation of Z/m defined by gu = 
exp(2rris/m,)l! for II E TV . Let m = 2d or 2d - 1. Then ll&, 0 < s < d, are the 
. 
reahhcation of either t, 0; t 5 rr,-S . 
We now consider the bundle realization problem for a G circle for a finite Abelian 
group G. Note that the problem is solved for a group G which is the product of a 2-torus 
and an odd order group. Therefore the simplest group for which the bundle realization 
problem is not solved is the cyclic group Z/4. So let us consider the Z/4 case first. 
Since the bundle realization problem is solved for G spaces with semifree G action, 
it suffices to consider the two Z/4 circles S(2R_) and S(R+ @ EC). But in both cases 
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the element r of order 2 in Z/4 acts trivially on the G circles. Thus every Z/4 vector 
bundle [ can be decomposed as a Whitney sum of the + 1 eigen bundle <+ and the - 1 
eigen bundle <- with respect to T. Since r acts trivially on <+ we may view <+ as a 
Z/2 equivariant vector bundle which is algebraically realized as mentioned above. 
Lemma 3.1. Let < be a Z/4 vector bundle over S(V). Then the -I eigen bundle <- 
with respect to r is isomorphic to 
(1) the Whitney sum of Z/4 line bundles if V = 2IR’_, 
(2) the Whitney sum of Z/4 plane bundles if V = JR+ $ IF%_. In particulal; each of 
the Z/4 plane bundles is nonequivariantly trivial. 
Proof. Let g be a fixed generator of Z/4. For z E S(V) denote the fibre of <- over z 
by 5,. 
(1) Choose a point z in S(2lR_) and a nonzero vector ‘u in &. Let U be any half circle 
in S(2lK) connecting z and gz. Then gv is in the fibre over gz = --z. Choose a nonzero 
cross section s of [- on U such that s(z) = r~ and s(gz) = gv. Then the Z/4 orbit of 
s in <- is an equivariant connected double covering of S(2R_) and thus it generates a 
Z/4 sub-line bundle of <- since g2 = r acts on I- as the scalar multiplication by - 1. 
(2) Let {p, q} be the fixed point set S(R+ $ W_)“/4. Then both the fibres & and <; 
are Z/4 representations isomorphic to the direct sum of some copies of the irreducible 
representation 6’1. Thus all the fibres of I- are even dimensional. 
Suppose that the dimension of the fibres of I- is greater than 2. Choose nonzero 
vectors I+, E [; and vq E 5;. As we did in (1) connect vr, and vuq by a smooth path and 
get a nonzero cross section sr of <- over the upper half circle. Choose again a nonzero 
cross section s2 of [- over the same half circle connecting gv, and gv4 such that sr (z) 
and SZ(Z) are linearly independent for each point z in the upper half circle. We can do 
this because the dimension of the fibres of <- is greater than 2. On the other hand, define 
st(z) = -gsz(g-‘z) and s2(t) = gsl(g-‘z) for each point z in the lower half circle. 
Then sr and s2 are nonzero cross sections of <- such that st (2) and So are linearly 
independent for all z E S(R+ $ IK). It is easy to see that st and s2 generates a Z/4 
plane subbundle of <- which is nonequivariantly trivial. Successive application of such 
construction gives us a decomposition of I- into Z/4 plane subbundles, which are all 
nonequivariantly trivial except possibly for one Z/4 plane subbundle. We claim that this 
possibility does not occur. 
It is enough to show that E- is also nonequivariantly trivial when <- is a plane bundle. 
Divide S(IR+ @ I&) into two Z/4 invariant pieces 
U={(2,y)ES(IW+$IW-)Iz~o} 
and 
Denote the two points of U n V by a and b. Let EU and EV be the restrictions of I- 
over U and V respectively, which are trivial Z/4 vector bundles isomorphic to Wr . We - 
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fix a basis on IV, and then give the induced basis on each fibre of E” and ev. Let 
gu:Ey --f Ey and gV:EI + [r be the restrictions of the actions of the generator g 
on <” and E”, respectively. Then we may view ye and gv as elements in the general 
linear group GL(2, JR), both of which have positive determinants. Let fa : (f 4 [T and 
fb : # --f <y be the clutching linear maps to restore <-. Since gt,. o fa should be equal 
to fb o glr, we get det gt/ . det fa = det fb detgu and both the determinants of fa and 
fb have the same sign. The result follows immediately. 0 
Let {p, q} be the fixed point set S(R+ @ R-) U4 Let 17 be the nontrivial Z/4 line . 
bundle 
S@+ @R-) x&R+ + r&P@+ @3 R-) N S(R+ $ R-) 
such that its fibre qP (respectively Q) is isomorphic to IR+ (respectively IR-) as a Z/4 
representation. Here Z:2 acts as the scalar multiplication by -1 on both S(R+ $ IF!_) 
and R+ Note that WI and IV, @n 77 are nonequivariantly isomorphic to the trivial bundle 
S’ x IR*. We give the standard basis on IR’. Then each fibre of 3 and & @n 71 has the 
basis induced by the canonical basis on the fibre of S’ x R2. Consider the Z/4 plane 
bundle Wi @R ‘I. Then the bundle itself is the -1 eigen bundle with respect to T and - 
its two fibres over p and q are isomorphic to Wi @R R+ ‘v Wt and Wt @n R_ 21 IV,, 
respectively, as Z/4 representations. But the determinants of the isomorphisms have 
different sign if we give the standard basis on lVi, IS+ and K. 
Lemma 3.2. Let < be a Z/4 plane bundle over S(IR+ @R_). Then the - 1 eigen bundle 
<- with respect to r is isomorphic to either the trivial bundle WI or the nontrivial bundle 
Eo3psrl. 
Proof. Since <- is nonequivariantly trivial, we can give the basis on each fibre of <- 
induced by the canonical basis on the fibre of S’ x lR*. Note that both the fibres <; and 
<; are isomorphic to WI as Z/4 representations. Let [ denote the trivial bundle WI if 
the determinant of the two isomorphisms have the same sign, and IJ @JR q otherwise. 
Then we may view the two Z/4 equivariant isomorphisms Q : <; 2 (, and /3 : E; N c_& 
as elements in the general linear group GL(2>IR). Since (Y and p have determinants of 
the same sign, they are in the same component of GL(2, IR). 
Now we construct a Z/4 equivariant cross section s of Iso(<-, 5) c Hom(<-, () 
with s(p) = (Y and s(q) = /?, which gives an equivariant vector bundle isomorphism 
between <- and <. Note that r acts trivially on Hom(<- : <) since r acts as the scalar 
multiplication by -1 on the fibres of <- and <. Thus any cross section of Hom(<-, <) 
is (7) equivariant. 
Connect Q and p by a path in the component of GL(2, R) and get a cross section 
s of Hom(<- , <) over the upper half circle. Extend it to the lower half circle with the 
action of the fixed generator g. In other words, define s(z) = gs(g-‘z) E Iso(<-, <) for 
each point z in the lower half circle. Then the cross section s is Z/4 equivariant and 
continuous since both s(p) = cy = gs(p) and s(q) = ,R = gs(q) are Z/4 equivariant 
isomorphisms. q 
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Since every G line bundle over a G circle is algebraically realized for a compact Lie 
group G [7, Lemma 2.41, the following lemma follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
Lemma 3.3. Every Z/4 vector bundle over a Z/4 circle is algebraically realized. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be the product of K = Z/2n, n 3 2, and an Abelian group H of 
odd order Let r be the element of order 2 in G and E the element in G with E= = r. 
Suppose that V is the reali$cation of a complex I -dimensional representation of G on 
which r acts trivially but E does not act trivially. Then there exists u real G line bundle 
over the circle S(V) such that the element r acts as the scalar multiplication by - 1 on 
each fibre. 
Proof. Let H = HI x . . . x H,, where Hi is a cyclic group of odd order. Then we 
may assume from the hypothesis that V is the realification of a complex l-dimensional 
representation t2” (K) I& tkl (HI) @C . . 630 t”- (Hm), where k is odd and t”% (Hi) is 
some complex l-dimensional representation of Hi. Let W be the complex l-dimensional 
representation t”(K) $3~ t”; (HI) 8~ . . . @c tk:n (H,), where 
k; = ;;/; d(H,)),2 :;; ts e;3 
{ z or z , 1 %lSO . 
Then the unit circle S(V) is equivariantly diffeomorphic to the real projective space 
RI=(W). Thus S(W) xZ,? iR+ ---f RI’(W) 2 S(V) IS a real line bundle over S(V) such 
that T acts as the scalar multiplication by -1 on each fibre. Here R+ is the trivial real 
l-dimensional representation of G. 0 
We define G complex structure on real G vector bundles (cf. [8, Section 131). 
Definition. A G complex structure on a real G vector bundle 6 with rank 2n is a G 
vector bundle isomorphism J from the total space E(E) to itself which satisfies the 
identity J2(v) = --‘u for all u E E(E). 
Given such a G complex structure, we can make each fibre into a complex vector 
space by setting (X + iy)v = XV + J(~u) for all complex numbers 5 + iy. The local 
triviality condition is easily verified and G acts complex linearly on the fibre since J is 
equivariant. Therefore a real G vector bundle with a G complex structure can be viewed 
as a complex G vector bundle. Conversely for a given complex G vector bundle of rank 
n we can simply forget the complex structure and think of each fibre as a real vector 
space of dimension 2n. 
Lemma 3.5. Let G be the product of K = Z/2n and an Abelian group H of odd order 
Then every G vector bundle over a G circle is algebraically realized. 
Proof. We prove the lemma using induction on n. Since the bundle realization problem 
is solved for the case when G is the product of a 2-torus and an odd order group, we 
may assume that n 2 2. 
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Let < be a given real G vector bundle over the unit circle S(V) of an orthogonal 
2-dimensional representation V of G. Let 7 be the element of order 2 in G. If 7 does 
not act trivially on S(V), then the fixed point set S(V)’ should be isolated points. 
Therefore < is algebraically realized by Proposition 2.5. Thus assume that 7 acts trivially 
on S(V). Then < can be decomposed as the Whitney sum of the fl eigen bundle <+ 
and the - 1 eigen bundle <- with respect to 7. Since T acts trivially on <+ we may view 
<+ as a G/( 7 e ) 4 uivariant vector bundle. Therefore by the induction hypothesis <+ is 
algebraically realized. 
We now show that <- is algebraically realized. Since n 3 2 there exists an element 
E E G such that ~~ = T. First consider the case when E acts trivially on S(V). Then 
E defines a G complex structure JE : E(<-) - I?(<-) defined by JE(u) = EP) because 
J,‘(U) = E~Y = 7~ = --u for all v E E(<-). Thus we may view <- as a complex 
G vector bundle. Let W be a complex l-dimensional representation of G where 7- acts 
as the scalar multiplication by - 1 and H acts trivially. Then the bundle <- @c E has 
the trivial 7 action, i.e., <- @C W is a $1 eigen bundle with respect to T, which is 
the case we treated above. Hence <- 6& E is algebraically realized. On the other hand 
the trivial bundle y and the conjugate bundle E* are strongly algebraic. Moreover <- 
is G isomorphic to (<- 8~ I&‘) 8~ K*. Hence Proposition 2.4(2) implies that <- is 
algebraically realized. 
We now consider the case when E does not act trivially. If V is the realification of a 
complex representation, Lemma 3.4 implies that there exists a real G line bundle r) over 
S(V) such that 7 acts as the scalar multiplication by - 1 on each fibre of 7. It is clear 
that <- is G isomorphic to (<- @W 7) 8~ v. Since every G line bundle is algebraically 
realized <- is algebraically realized by Proposition 2.4(2) again. On the other hand if 
there is no complex representation whose realification is V, then H acts trivially on V. By 
Proposition 2.2 it can be reduced to the case when G = K = Z/27L and V = R+ $ IF!_. 
Since E does not acts trivially on V, G should be Z/4. But this case is already proved 
in Lemma 3.3. 0 
Proof of Theorem A. Since G is a finite Abelian group we have 
G ‘y 2/2”$ x x Z:/2rr’k x H 
where H is an odd order Abelian group. Let ri be the element of order 2 in the subgroup 
;Z/2V’7 of G. Let < be a G vector bundle over the unit circle S(V) of an orthogonal 
representation V of G. If ri does not act trivially on V for some 1 6 i < k, then the 
fixed point set S(V)‘z consists of isolated points and thus < is algebraically realized by 
Proposition 2.5. Therefore we may assume that all q, 1 < i < k, act trivially on S(V). 
Since we have already proved the case k = 1, we may assume that k > 1. 
LetG=KxHwhereK=Z/2mlx...xZ/2mk. We shall prove the theorem using 
induction on the order of K. Consider the &l eigen bundles @ of < with respect to rk. 
Since Tk aCtS triVidy on <z we may View (l as G/(rk) Vector bundle. Since G/(rk) 
is isomorphic to K’ x H where K’ is an Abelian 2-group having its order less than the 
order of K. Hence by the induction hypothesis <z is algebraically realized. 
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We now prove that & is algebraically realized as follows. For ri, i # k, consider 
the &I eigen bundle (&)’ of J;. S’ mce ri acts trivially on (&)r the bundle (&)z is 
algebraically realized by the induction hypothesis. On the other hand the element 7i + Q, 
which is an element of order 2. Moreover ri + Tk acts trivially on the - 1 eigen bundle 
(E,);. Th us I IS also algebraically realized by induction. ‘t . 0 
Proof of Theorem B. Since the bundle realization problem has the positive answer for 
groups of odd order, we may assume that G has even order. Then there is an element 7 
of order 2 in G and the IT fixed set M’ is the union of circles and isolated points since G 
acts on A4 effectively. Thus the result follows from Theorem A and Proposition 2.5. q 
Proof of Theorem C. Since the manifold realization problem is solved for the product 
of an odd order group and a 2-torus, we may assume that G contains an element of 
order 4, say E. Then the element 7 = E’ of order 2 is necessarily orientation preserving, 
so its fixed point set M’ is empty or the union of circles. But the G normal bundle 
u(MT) over the circles is algebraically realized by Theorem A. Thus the result follows 
from Proposition 2.5. 0 
4. Bundle realization on surfaces 
Proposition 4.1 below says that the bundle realization problem can be reduced to the 
algebraic bordism problem for equivariant maps. We list necessary notions below. 
Let Mi and AJz be closed smooth G manifolds. Let Y be a G space and fi : ikf% + Y, 
i = 1,2, equivariant maps. We say that (MI, fl) and (M 2, 2 are equivariantly cobordant f ) 
if there exists a compact smooth G manifold IV with boundary and an equivariant map 
F: W + Y such that the boundary of W is the disjoint union of MI and 111, and F 
restricts to fi on kri. With disjoint union as addition, the bordism classes form a group 
T?(Y), called the G bordism group of Y. Suppose Y is a real algebraic G variety. We 
say that a bordism class a E %2(Y) is algebraically realized if it has a representative 
4 : X + Y where X is a nonsingular real algebraic G variety and 4 is an equivariant 
entire rational map. 
Proposition 4.1 (cf. [5, Theorem Cl). Let G be a compact Lie group. A real G vector 
bundle over a closed smooth G manifold is algebraically realized if and only if its 
class@@ map is contained in an algebraically realized G bordism class. 
Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup of G. Let 3 be the family of 2-groups and 
3~ the family in H consisting of all subgroups of H which belong to 3, i.e., 3~ = 
{H n K 1 K E 3’). In particular, we consider %:[3](Y), the set of G bordism classes 
represented by closed smooth G manifolds whose isotropy groups are only 2-groups. The 
following proposition says that one may construct representatives of G bordism classes 
as extensions from a Sylow subgroup S of G. 
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Proposition 4.2 (cf. [ 11, Corollary 7.11). Let G be a finite group, S a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G, and Y a G space. Then the extension from S to G 
assigning to a representative (Al, f) of an H bordism class u representative (G x HIV, f ‘) 
of a G bordism class, where f’ : G x H M + Y is a G equivariant map defined by 
[,q. x] H gf(rc) is an epimorphism. 
Let G be a finite group and iU a closed smooth G manifold with dimension 2. Assume 
that the G action on h/l is effective. We denote (AJ. f) a real G vector bundle over Al 
with a classifying map f. 
Proposition 4.3. Let f : M 4 GR(E, k) be a classifying map. Then (Al, f) is equiv- 
ariantly cobordlmt to the disjoint union of strongly algebraic G vector bundles and a 
real G vector bundle over a closed smooth G manifold whose isotropy groups are only 
2-groups. 
Proof. Suppose G, is not a 2-group for z E &I. The tangent space T,iW at (I: is 
an orthogonal representation of G, and the G, action on TZ&’ is effective. Since the 
dimension of T’,M is 2 and G, is not a 2-group, the G, action on T,M has no fixed 
point except for the zero vector so that x is an isolated G, fixed point. Let IR+ be the 
l-dimensional trivial representation of G,. Then the projective space IKP(T& @ R+) 
is a nonsingular real algebraic G, variety (cf. [4, Proposition 5.21). Define the constant 
map c: RP(T,M CE R+) + Giw(5, k) by z H f(x) for all z E RP(T,M ~9 IR+). Then 
the pair (K?J’(!Z’,Itl @JR,), c) is a strongly algebraic G, vector bundle. 
It is known that the G, fixed point set IRP(T,M 83 R+)G consists of the single point 
[0 : 0 : I] and the isotropy subgroups at other points are all 2-groups, see [7, Lemma 4.11. 
Moreover the tangential representation of G, at z E nf and [0 : 0 : l] E IRP(T,M~IR+)” 
are isomorphic. Therefore we can choose a G, invariant neighbourhood U of x in iV 
and Ii’ of [0 : 0 : l] in IRP(T,M ~3 IR+) such that U and U’ are G diffeomorphic. We may 
assume that both U and U’ are the unit disk of a 2-dimensional orthogonal representation 
of G,,.. 
Consider the pair (U x I: h) where G, acts on I as a trivial action and h : U x I + 
Gps(E’.k) is defined by (u>t) H f((1 - t)u) f or u E U and t E I. Since the G, action 
on the unit disk U is orthogonal, the map is well defined and G, equivariant. We can 
see that h is equivalent to f on U x (0) and c on U x {l} if we identify U x (0) with 
U in Af and U x { 1) with U’ in IFP(T,M @ IRK+) respectively. 
We take the disjoint union of (fi1 x I. f) and (IW(T,M @ lR+) x I, c), and identify 
M with M x (0) and IRP(T,M ~3 iR+) with EW(T,M 63 R+) x (0). Here the action 
on I is also trivial and we view the maps f and c as the extended maps which are 
constant on I, i.e., f(~, t) = f(x) and c(z, t) = c(z) for 5 E &‘, t E I and z t 
IR~(T,&In/riR+.). Then we paste U x (0) of (U x I.h) with U in (M,f) and U x {l} 
with U’ in (IRP(T,M @ R+), c). Notice that the resulting space has a well-defined 
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Fig. 1. 
map into Gw(.E’, k) which is given by pasting the maps f, c and h appropriately (see 
Fig. 1). 
In the same manner we connect the G space (G XG, IRP(T,M @ IR+), G XG, c) to 
G XG, u in (JJ, f) 9 . e utvariantly along the G orbits of 5. This procedure is possible, 
since we can choose U in a slice of J: in kf. Thus we get a compact smooth G manifold 
W with boundary and an equivariant map F : W + GR(E, k) such that the boundary of 
IV is the disjoint union of M, G XG, RP(T,M @ IL%+) and the equivariant connected 
sum of both spaces denoted by M’. It is clear that the map F restricts to f on M and 
G XG, c on G XG, &!P(T,M @ R+). That is, (kf, f) . 1s e q uivariantly cobordant to the 
disjoint union of (M’,Fl~~~) and (G XG, lRP(T,M @ lR+),G XG, c). Note that the 
isotropy group G, does not appear for M’ although we may have created new isotropy 
groups which are 2-groups. 
Since G is finite and the dimension of M is 2, M has only finitely many points whose 
isotropy groups are not 2-groups. We repeat the above procedure finitely many times so 
that we get (N, f’) in the equivariant cobordism class of (M, f) such that the isotropy 
groups of N are all 2-groups. Proposition 4.2 says that there exist a closed smooth S 
manifold Q, S being a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and a classifying map g : Q --f GIJ (E, k) 
such that the pair (G x s Q, G x s g) is equivariantly cobordant to (N, f’). Finally we get 
a conclusion that (M, f) is equivariantly cobordant to the disjoint union of the pairs of 
the form (G XG, RP(T,M @JR+), G x G, c) and (N, f’). It follows from Proposition 2.1 
that (G XG, RP(T,M cI3 a+), G x G, c) is algebraically realized and the proof of the 
proposition is completed. 0 
Proof of Theorem D. According to Propositions 2.1 and 4.1, the algebraic realization 
problem for (M, f) depends on whether the real S vector bundle (Q, g) is algebraically 
realized. Note that the Sylow 2-subgroup S of G has a central element T of order 2. 
Consider the r fixed point set Q’. Since the dimension of Q is 2 and the S action on Q 
is effective, Q’ is the union of circles and isolated points. In particular, if Q’ consists 
of only isolated points then (M, f) is algebraically realized by Proposition 2.5. 0 
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